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1. Introduction 

The Nahu (or Iyo) language is a language of Madang Province, Papua New Guinea. It 
is spoken in the area surrounding the Nahu River, also known as the Gusap River. This 
mountain valley extends into the southern reaches of the Finisterre Mountains, part of the 
river forming the border between Madang and Morobe provinces in that region. The language 
is also spoken, with apparently little dialect variation, on the northern reaches of the 
mountains along the Kipuro and Kasang rivers. It is also the language of the people who live 
along the Bure river, the valley just to the east of the Nahu valley. The dialect situation there 
has not yet been investigated. 

Nahu is a Papuan language, a member of the Trans-New Guinea phylum, Finisterre-
Huon stock, Gusap-Mot family of languages. It is most closely related to the Rawa language, 
located just to the west. It is an agglutinative language with a high degree of verbal 
morphology. It employs verb serialization, medial-final verb affixation and tail-head linkage 
across sentence boundaries. It also utilizes a broad range of deixis based on various forms of 
the demonstratives. 

This paper is based on a corpus of texts gathered by Colin Murphy during the years 
1985, 1986 and 1990, and by Paul Minter during the years 1992 and 1993. The texts, 
approximately 40 pages, include ancestoral stories, personal experiences, hortatory 
discourses, prayers, expositions and procedures. Some have been transcribed from cassette 
tape with the help of Tiepe Bapinuo and Sesinu Buyuwe. Others were the result of a writer's 
workshop held in Moro village in June, 1990. 

The only extant published works on the Nahu language are an Organized Phonology 
Data paper and an alphabet book, both written by Colin Murphy. 

2. Phonology 

The Nahu language has an inventory of 20 phonemes: 15 consonants and 5 vowels. 

Consonants Vowels 

p t k  i    u 
b d g   e  o 
m n ŋ    a 
 s h 
 1 
 r 
 w y 

Two phonemes, dz and z, occur as a result of the influence of the Kâte language. They 
only appear as the initial sound in some names and are thus not included in the basic 
inventory. 
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These phonemes have the following graphemes. 

Phoneme Grapheme Phoneme Grapheme 
a a n n 
b b ŋ ng 
d d o o 
e e p p 
g g r r 
h h s s 
i i t t 
k k u u 
1 1 w w 
m m y y 

There are several interesting aspects of the morphophonology that should be kept in 
mind. All voiced stops (/b/,/d/,/g/) which occur word medial (but not word initial) are pre-
nasalised. This is entirely predictable and regular and thus is not differentiated in the 
orthography. Thus, when an affix beginning with an unvoiced stop (/p/, /t/ or /k/) is attached 
to a stem ending in /ŋ/, the stop voices and the /ŋ/ is then not represented orthographically 

 A word final ng is the representation of an underlying, nonphonemic, nasalised vowel. 
When a /n/ is the initial sound in an affix attached to a stem ending in a nasalised vowel, the 
/n/ changes to an /m/. There are various vowel harmonies, coalescences and elisions: 

a) An /i/ in a suffix such as -ni will act across intervening consonants in the stem to 
change /e/ to /i/ (e.g., witunere + ni -> witunirini). 

b) A suffix /i/, when affixed to a stem ending in /o/ will change the /o/ to /u/ and 
then cause an insertion of /n/ or /r/ between the vowels (e.g., nango + i -> 
nanguni). 

c) A stem- or suffix-final /e/ or /o/ will elide in the presence of the past tense 
morpheme -a (e.g., yo + a + no-> yano). 

d) The /o/ of the prefixes no-, ko- and yo-, will: 
1) harmonize to the /i/ of a stem across the stem initial consonant  

(e.g., no + ki + te -> nikite). 
2) elide in the presence of a stem-initial /u/ 

(e.g., ko + uro + te -> kurote). 
3) coalesce with a stem-initial /i/ to form /u/ 

(e.g., yo + ino + te -> yunote). 

e) The 3rd singular direct object suffix -o, when attached to a stem ending /o/ or /u/ 
will cause the insertion of /w/ between them (e.g., koro + o -> korowo). 

3. Morphology 

3.1 Inflection 

The Nahu language has a rich inflectional morphology, applying both prefixes and 
suffixes to stems to create new word forms. Stems may also be combined to add intensity or 
plurality. 

3.1.1 Nouns 
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a. Possession 

NUMBER 
PERSON 

singular dual plural 
-ne -nari -nani 
-ke 

1 

2 

3 
-i 

-yong 
-yari -ye 

Body parts are obligatorally possessed, that is, they do not occur unless they have a 
possessor marker attached. 

1) kade-ne my hand 
hand-lsPOSS 

Kin terms are generally possessed, but they may also appear as just a stem when 
used vocativally or with the topicality clitic attached (see #121 below). other nouns 
may be possessed when semantically appropriate, such as 

2) ya-yong his house 
house-3sPOSS 

Another means of indicating possession is to relativize the noun with the relativizer 
clitic. 

3) no-do ya-ku 
1S-TOP house-REL 
my house (the house which is mine) 

b. Plurals 

Nouns are generally not pluralized. The subject agreement on the verb is usually 
sufficient to indicate number. However, when plurality is to be made explicit it can be 
indicated in one of two ways: 

a) The stem is reduplicated. 

made   talk 
mademade lots of talk 

b) the diminuative suffix -ta is reduplicated. 

pare  women or girl 
paretata little girls 

3.1.2 Pronouns 

Possessive pronouns are formed by adding the suffix -ngo to the personal pronoun stem 
(variant: first person singular nene). 

4) ke-ngo  yours 
2S-POSS 

The pronomial subject can be emphasized by adding the suffix -pe, perhaps when a 
non-topicalized subject is in momentary prominence. This is often followed by nage 'only'. 
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5) nore-pa we ourselves 
1P -EMPH 

A subject can be described as being alone or isolated by adding the suffix -mata to a 
pronoun. The affixed pronoun then either stands in isolation as the subject or is a kind of 
modifier to a nominal subject. It is most commonly found in conjunction with the verb yo 
'be'. The pronoun stem used has these variants: first person singular nene, second person 
singular kene. 

6) Uyari  Samaigo enemata  yarong. 
Uyare -i Samaigo ene-mata  yo-a-/-rong 
go.down-3pDS Samaigo 3S -ISOL be-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'They went down and Samaigo was by himself.' 

3.1.3 Adjectives 

Adjectives may be intensified by adding the suffix -mi. 

7) parang  big parami very big 

3.1.4 Verbs 

Final verbs may take suffixes to indicate the person/number of the subject, person of 
the direct object, tense, aspect and mood. They may also take prefixes to indicate the person 
of the direct object. 

Medial verbs take suffixes to indicate aspect, person/number and sequence. 

a. Final Verb 

±DO ±DO +SUBJECT ±RPST 

 s p  s p  s d p s d p 

1 no 1 nere 
1 no ro to wo 

22 ko 2 kere 

3 Ø 

yo 

+STEM

3 Ø 

yere 

±ASP 
 

yo 
CONT 
muko 

COMPL 

+TENSE
a/Ø 

PAST 
te 

PRES 
wa 

FUT 

3 
Ø ri go rong yong ring

i) The RPST morpheme always cooccurs with the past tense morpheme. 

ii) The prefixed DO and the suffixed DO each occur on a separate set of verbs. 

iii) The past tense morpheme -Ø only occurs on a restricted subset of verbs including 
verbs of motion and certain monosyllabic verbs with stem-final e. 
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b. Medial Verb 

±DO +STEM ±DO ±ASPECT ±SAME SUB ±CONJ 

 s p   s p ro 

±DIFF SUB 

ko 
1 no  1 nere 

 s p ±SEQ 2 ko  2 kere 

1 we to  3 Ø 
yo 

 3 Ø 
yere 

       

yo 
CONT 

 
muko 

COMPL 

2/3 ni i ka 

        

       

wero yate ya/Ø 
INTENT DUR 2sIMP 

 

i) As with the final verbs the prefixed DO may not cooccur with the suffixed DO. 

ii) of the aspect suffixes, only the continuative and the completive may cooccur with 
a switch reference marker. 

iii) The 2 singular imperative aspect suffix -ya may not cooccur with the sequence 
suffix. 

c. Verb Paradigms 

tonge go 
Remote past S D P 

 1 tonganowo tongarowo tongatowo 
 2/3 tongarong tongariyong tongaguring 
Past 

 1 tongano tongaro tongato 
 2/3 tonga tongari tongago 
Present 

 1 tongeteno tongetero tongeteto 
 2/3 tongete tongetiri tongetego 
Future 

 1 tongewano tongewaro tongewato 
 2/3 tongeweya tongewari tongewago 

sopo(kere) wait for (you) 

Remote past S D P 

 1 sopokeranowo sopokerarowo sopokeratowo 
 2/3 sopokerarong sopokerariyong sopokeraguring 

Past 

 1 sopokerano sopokeraro sopokerato 
 2/3 sopokera sopokerari sopokerago 
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Present 

 1 sopokereteno sopokeretero sopokereteto 
 2/3 sopokerete soponiritiri sopokeretego 

Future 

 1 sopokerewano sopokerewaro sopokerewato 
 2/3 sopokereweya sopokerewari sopokerewago 

ne(yo) eat(ing) 

Remote past S D P 

 1 neyanowo neyarowo neyatowo 

 2/3 neyarong neyariyong  neyaguring 
Past 
 1 neyano neyaro neyato 
 2/3 neya neyari neyago 
Present 

 1 neyoteno neyotero neyoteto 
 2/3 neyote neyotiri neyotego 

Future 

 1 neyowano neyowaro neyowato 
 2/3 neyoweya neyowari neyowago 

te(muko) do (completely) 

Remote past S D P 

 1 temukanowo temukarowo temukatowo 

 2/3 temukarong temukariyong  temukaguring 

Past 

 1 temukano temukaro temukato 
 2/3 temuka temukari temukago 

Present 

 1 temukoteno temukoro temukoto 
 2/3 temukote temukori temukogo 

Future 

 1 temukowano temukowaro temukowato 
 2/3 temukoweya temukowari temukowago 
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3.1.4 Locatives 

The locatives may be marked by suffixes and/or stem changes to reflect relative 
distance or visibility. 

a. Suffix 

-ke visible. 
-na not visible 
-sina on far side 

8) Amusina  nguya ngudena tanowo. 
amu -sina nguya ngude-nage te -a -no-wo 
down.there-far also thus-only do-PST-1s -RPST 
'I did thus also on the other side (of the mountain).' 

b. Stem change 

final V -> e  relatively closer 
(e.g. amu -> ame) 

9) Usurogo uni pare nguno yaguringmu 
Usurogo uni pare ngu -no yo-a -go  -ring-mu 
Usurogo man woman that-LOC  be-PST-2/3p-RPST-REL 
'The men and women who live at Usurogo, 

 yabokunoka Sewe amena  tunokini 
yabo-kuno -ka Sewe ame -na tunoke-ni 
song-dance-DET Sewe down.there-NVIS happen-3sDR 
since a dance was happening down there at Sewe, 

 umukoyi  sabaye  wode  Noki  enemata 
u -muko -yi saba -ye wode  Noki  ene-mata 
go.down-COMPL-3pDR ancestor-2/3pPOSS old Noki 3 –REFL 
all went down and your old ancestor Noki 

 nguno yarong. 
ngu-no yo-a -Ø -rong 
that-LOC be-PST-2/3s-RPST 
was there by himself,' 

3.2 Derivation 

New forms of words may be derived in several ways. Nouns may be derived from 
adjectives by either partial or full reduplication of the stem. 

10) yoto alive 
yotoyoto  life 

Nouns may also be derived by reduplication of a verb stem. 

11) woso  pull 
wosowoso saw file 

12) sopo  guard 
soposopo leader 

Reciprocal nouns are derived by reduplication of a verb stem and the prefixation of 
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epe-. These nouns often do not have easy English equivalents. 

ino give epeinoino reciprocal giving (exchange) 
uto hit epeutouto reciprocal hitting 
ki bite epekiki reciprocal biting 
muto shoot epemutomuto reciprocal shooting 

Verbs may be derived by the addition of the verb te 'do' to a noun or adjective. 

13) ko + te -->   work (verb) 
work( noun ) do 

14) kini + te --> be finished 
not do 

15) hoho + te --> celebrate 
party do 

16) pio + te --> be messed up 
bad  do 

Adjectives are derived from verbs by adding the suffix -wing to the verb stem. 

17)  ronenengo  straighten 
ronenengowing level 

Reduplication of stems, whether nouns, verbs or adjectives, can be used to intensify the 
idea. 

18) nigu happy 
nigunigu very happy 

19) kene look 
kenekene look all around 

20) weda disobedience 
wedaweda complete disobedience 

4. Word Level 

4.1 Nouns 

Nouns are that class of words which typically function as the subject or object of a 
clause. They can take certain morphemes which show possession. They may also be cliticized 
with either topic marker or postpositions. There is no evidence for classes of nouns, except 
the minimal classification of those which must be possessed (body parts) and those which are 
not necessarily marked for possession. Kin terms are generally always possessed but may 
appear without a possessive, such as in direct address. 

4.2 Verbs 

Verbs are divided into four classes because of their morphology and syntax: those 
which never have an object in the clause, those with prefix object marking, those with suffix 
object marking and those which may optionally have an object in the clause but are not 
marked for it. The verbs which take a suffixed object predominate over those which take a 
prefixed object. The example list of prefixing verbs is exhaustive (see 4.2.3). 
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4.2.1 No object 

21) Merebo koro sikuno  tongewano. 
merebo koro siku -no tonge-wa -no 
pandanus REF forest-ALL go -FUT-1s 
'I am going to the bush for pandanus.' 

22) Daniel yano  etete, 
Daniel ya -no ete -te -Ø 
Daniel house-LOC sleep-PRES-2/3s 
'Daniel is sleeping in the house.’ 

Examples 
are come up otoko get up 
ete sleep puke rot 
hahange be out of breath soge hide 
imaka rest tonge go 
kange stand u go down 
kumo die wote grow 
mahe come yo be 
o go up yomo smile 

4.2.2 With prefix marking 

23) Uni paramibo  ko kunarong 
uni parang-mi -bo ko ko -ino -a -Ø -rong 
man big -INTENS-TOP work 2DO-give-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'God gave you the work,' 

24) Tebang tero Toso uni yutomukarong. 
tebang te -ro Toso uni yo -uro-muko -a -Ø -rong 
landslide do-SS Toso man 3DO-hit -COMPL-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'A landslide killed the men of Toso.' 

Examples 
howe follow re get 
hoko lift  roto let go 
ino give tongo cut 
io see  towo hold 
ka burn uro hit 
ki bite wedake cut 
miro tell  woso pull 
muro shoot wowe drive out 

4.2.3 With suffix marking 

25) Pane  pasinerarong. 
pa -ne pasi -nere -a -Ø -rong 
older.sib-1sPOSS carry-lDO-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'My older brother carried me.' 

26) Noko ke sopokereyoteno. 
no-ko ke sopo -kere -yo -te -no 
1S-TOP 2S wait.for-2DO-CONT-PRES-ls 
'I am waiting for you.' 
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27) Nang kanangariyong. 
nang kanang-o -a -ri -yong 
mother trick -3DO-PST-2/3d-RPST 
'Those two tricked the mother.' 

Examples 
asang send  pisi give birth to 
huru meet with rohoreng turn 
kanang trick  sopo wait for 
kasi scrape taka surpass 
kusi tie  tapu bury 
neko call  tupi pinch 
osese ask  widorong pour out 
pasi carry  witu  show 

4.2.4 With no object marking 

28) Moebanu sono sumeyo teka korarong. 
Moebanu sono sumeyo te -ka koro -a -Ø -rong 
Moebanu water beside tree-DETclimb-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'Moebanu climbed a tree beside the stream.' 

29) Wodoka paramimu  seyarong. 
wodo-ka parang-mi -mu se -yo -a -Ø -rong 
stone-DET big -INTENS-REL dig-CONT-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'He was diggin up a big stone.' 

30) Yaboyong ngade yeyago. 
yabo-yong ngade ye -yo -a -go 
song-3POSS thus say-HAB-PST-2/3p 
'Thus, they would sing it's song." 

Examples 
ingo hear purote smash 
kidake crack rango throw 
koro climb ribo chop 
kudo play rimi plant 
modo dip and fill rodange weigh 
momo steal se dig 
ne eat te do 
peso peel ye say 

4.2.5 Medial and final verbs 

Final verbs in Nahu are those verbs which are inflected for person/number and tense 
and occur at the end of a sentence/ paragraph (see section 7.4.2) or in a relatived clause. They 
also may indicate direct object of the clause as well as aspect. 

Medial verbs are not inflected for tense but are dependent on the final verb for temporal 
distinction. They normally occur in medial clauses, except when used in commands or 
sentence fragments (as in some speech acts). They are inflected for aspect and may indicate 
person/number of the direct object and of the subject when the next subject is to be different. 
Given two succeeding verbs A and B, then: 

a) if the subject of A is the same as the subject of B, the suffix on A is -ro. 

b) if the subject of A is different from the subject of B, the suffix on A is -we, -ni, -
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to or -i depending on the subject of A. 

 

31) Oro  nikiwero  soponereyoni 
o -ro no -ki -wero sopo-nere-yo -ni 
go.up-SS 1DO-bite-INTENT wait -lDO-CONT-3sDS 

subj: (the pig) 

 Dopenuka howini ubuni  murowe 
Dopenuka howe-ni ubu -ni muro-we 
Dopenuka chase-3sDS come.down-3sDS shoot-lsDS 

subj: (Dopenuka) (pig) (narrator) 

 poto no nikini  no kiwanowo. 
po -do no no –ki -ni no kiwe -a -no-wo 
pig-TOP 1S 1DO-bite-3sDS 1S sing.out-PST-ls -RPST 

subj:  (pig) (narrator) 

'It went up and was waiting for me in order to bite me so as Dopenuka chased it it 
came down and I shot but the pig bit me and I yelled.' 

The medial suffix -wero has several uses. It can indicate the immediate future when 
used as a final verb in a speech act (see 6.1, 7.2 below). It encodes an intention to do 
something; that is, the subject is acting so as to accomplish this action (see 6.2). It is also 
used with koro to indicate the purpose or use of an object. 

32) Yiriko  enepa made topeng 
ye -ri -ko ene-pa made topeng 
say-2/3dDR-CONJ 3 -REFL talk answer 
'When they said that he responded 

 yimiraguring,   "Nguko yikiwero  koro 
yo -miro-a -go -ring Ngu-ko yo -ki -wero koro 
PLDO-tell -PST-2/3p-RPST that -TOP PLDO-bite-INTENT REF 
to them saying, "That is not for biting you, 

 kini nguko merebo siriyowero  koro sereyoteto.'' 
kini ngu-ko merebo siri -yo -wero koro sere -yo -te -to 
NEG that -TOP pandanus gather-3DO-INTENT REF put(2+)-HAB-PRES-lp 
it is for gathering up the pandanus we put there."' 

Medial verb markings may also be used to encode the imperative mode. A speech act 
which is a command can end in the 3rd person different subject marker. Perhaps this implies 
an impersonal subject of the result of the command (see 6.3.2). 

33) Woso-ni! Pull it (and it will come)! 
pull-3sDS 

4.2.6. Serial Verbs 

 A serial verb construction consists of an inflected verb, either medial or final, p 
receded by one or more verb stems. These preceding stems have no affixation normal to 
verbs except occasionally the same subject marker (cf. #52 where different subject markers 
obviate an SVC). This most commonly occurs with the verb re 'get' (se 'get(2+)') or with any 
of the verbs of motion. (See also 7.3.) 
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34) Ngude yero wuru komiri se sopoyarong. 
ngude ye -ro wuru komiri se sopo-yo -a -Ø -rong 
thus say-SS betelnut leaf get(2+) wait -CONT-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'Saying this he got his betelnut and pepper leaf and was waiting.' 

35) Rotoni okoko teyoni,  turung kenero 
roto -ni okoko te -yo -ni turung kene-ro 
let.go-3sDS sound do-CONT-3sDS turung.bird see -SS 
'She left him and he was making noise and the turung saw, 

 ubu towarong. 
ubu towo-a -Ø -rong 
come.down hold -PST-2/3s-RPST 
came down and grabbed him.' 

Serial verb constructions may have locative phrases and/or adverbs inserted. 

36) ubu Dana iyarerong.  Ubu iyarini... 
ubu Dana iyare-Ø -Ø -rong Ubu iyare-ni 
come.down Dana go -PST-2/3s-RPST come.down go -3sDS 
'he came down to Dana. When he came down.’ 

4.3 Adjectives 

The class of adjectives is a fairly well represented group of independent words which 
are used to modify nouns. They are found within the noun phrase and as predicate modifiers. 
They include color words and words such as weak, strong, dry, wet, crooked, dirty, hot, cold, 
etc. There does not seem to be a classification of adjectives for gender or animacy or any 
other category. When part of a noun phrase, any affixes which would normally go on the 
head are affixed to the final adjective. 

37) Yotoyoto piimi usido  awado ngade 
yoto -yoto pio -mi usi -do awa -do ngade 
NOM-alive bad-INTENS grandfather-TOP father-TOP thus 

 yaguring. 
yo-a -go -ring 
be-PST-2/3p-RPST 
'Our fathers and grandfathers lived bad lives,' 

Examples 
meteng good madono red 
pio bad sara white 
parang big tiwi hot 
tomo little kingo cold 
tukuni short pusung dirty 
piru tall kodeng strong 
kutang round ime weak 
erang crooked keta new 

4.4 Adverbs 

Adverbs are a small set of words which serve to modify the verb, giving duration, 
intensity or negation; or modify the clause giving temporal orientation. Those which modify 
the verb immediately precede it and nothing may intervene. of those, the negative is most 
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closely associated with the verb. Sentence adverbs most often come at the beginning of the 
sentence, except when the lst person singular pronoun is used. Then it comes second. 

4.4.1 Phrasal 

donge during modong easily 
esone verv tango slowly 
hamong truly wabaka almost 
korongu enough waka quickly 

38) "Nuwene, waka are.'' 
nuwe -ne waka are -Ø 
cousin-lsPOSS quickly come.up-2sIMP 
'Cousin, come up quickly.' 

4.4.2 Sentential 

ime later kuyepo tomorrow 
itaka now tukung later 
komo before yangini day after tomorrow 

39) Komo usisabako kowena tongewero 
komo usisaba -ko kowena tonge-wero 
before ancestors-TOP friends go -DESID 
'Before, when the ancestors wanted to go to friends...' 

4.5 Pronouns 

4.5.1 Personal 

The subject of a Nahu clause may be minimally indicated by agreement on the verb. In 
fact, a minimal clause may consist of only a fully inflected verb. Pronouns are used when the 
subject the object of the clause a being simply a member of a list. 

 
 S D P 

1 no nore 

2 ke 

3 ene 
yari ye 

4.5.2 Possessive 

A possessive pronoun may supplement the possessive marker on the noun or occur in 
isolation as a predicate, such as an answer to a question. It is formed by the suffixation of -
ngo to the personal pronoun set, except that the first person singular stem is nene. 

40) Ke-ngo pa -ke? 
2S-POSS older.sibling-2sPOSS 
'Is he your older brother?' 

4.5.3 Interrogative 

There are two basic interrogative pronouns: do and da. Do functions as a content 
pronoun, that is, for the idea of what. 

41) Nga doka? 
nga do -ka 
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this what-DET 
'What is this?' 

Do, together with koro, make the interrogative, why. 

42) Ke do koro tedote''. 
ke do koro tedo-te -Ø 
2S what REF cry -PRES-2/3s 
'Why are you crying?' 

A particularizing interrogative, one which seeks to differentiate among possibilities is 
based on the pronoun da. 

Where is formed by adding -na (general location) or -sina (which side) to da, 

43) Pareke dana  yote? 
pare -ke da -na yo-te -Ø 
wife -2sPOSS which-LOC be -PRES-2/3s 
'Where is your wife?' 

Who is the combination of da and -ni. 

44) Danigato  tedote? 
da -ni-ka -to tedo-te -Ø 
which-? -DET-TOP cry -PRES-2/3s 
'Who is crying?' 

How, or how much, are the affixation of -te or -tiro to da. 

45) Uni date tongego? 
uni date tonge-Ø -go 
man which go -PST-2/3p 
'How many men went?' 

(See also 4.11.2.c and 6.4.3.) 

4.5.4 Demonstrative 

proximal nga 

distal ngu 

Demonstrative pronouns point to an object or event and denote their relative distance in 
space or time. At the sentence level they serve an identification function, marking an object 
in relation to the speaker/narrator. At the discourse level they refer to a participant or event 
which has already been named. This function is closely related to relativization when the 
naming of the participant is close to the use of the demonstrative (see below). 

4.5.5 Relative 

Ngu and nga may serve as relative pronouns. When following a noun phrase, they stand 
in for the head noun. Since this relativization tends to topicalize the noun phrase, the relative 
pronoun will normally have the topic marker attached. 
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46) sono ka owe Yamo nguko 
sono ka owe Yamo ngu -ko 
water one name Yamo REL-TOP 
'a river named Yamo, it...' 

47) Puring irisa awero made sowoyong ngako 
puring irisa awero made sowo-yong nga -ko 
mountain two up.there talk story -3POSS this-TOP 
'The story about the two mountains up there, this...' 

4.5.6 Vocative 

In direct address, two vocative pronouns are sometimes used. These are never inflected 
and usually occur at the beginning of a speech act. 

48)  Orisa You two 
okite You all 

These pronouns are also used following a particular kin term to mean 'all (or both) of you 
(fathers, mothers, friends ...)'. 

4.6 Locatives 

Locatives are used to give an idea of the relative distance and directional placement of 
an object from the speaker or hearer or both. They answer the question where or specify an 
alternative among more than one locational option. They appear in an attributive position to a 
noun or can stand alone. They can also indicate time relations. 

49) ya amena (the) house down there 
house down.there 

50) hobang amena last year 
year  down.there 

Object visible and ngake close 
close to speaker   
 adeke beside 
   
 ameke close behind 
 amuke farther behind 

Object visible and nguke close 

close to hearer aduke farther away 
   
 dinake beside 

   
 minake behind 
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Object not visible and awena close above 

far away from both ona farther above 
speaker and hearer   
 aduna across 

   
 amena close below 
 amuna farther below 

4.7 Quantifiers 

The counting system is base five organized around the fingers of one hand. 

kanata one 
irisa two 
kapusa three 
nimi kini four (lit. not the thumb) 
kadeka five (lit. one hand) 

sangio kanata six (lit. left and one) 
sangio irisa seven 
sangio kapusa eight 
sangio nimi kini  nine 
kade irisa ten (lit. two hands) 

kade irisa kanata eleven (lit. two hands and one) 
kade irisa irisa twelve 
kade irisa kapusa thirteen 
kade irisa nimi kini fourteen 
kade irisa ke kanata fifteen (lit. two hands and one leg) 

kade irisa ke kanata kanata sixteen (lit. two hands,one leg and one) 
kade irisa ke kanata irisa seventeen 
kade irisa ke kanata kapusa eighteen 
kade irisa ke kanata nimi kini nineteen 
ke kade soso (uni pingo) twenty (lit. all legs and hands or a man's body) 

This system of counting, at least in the higher numbers, is being superceded by Tok 
Pisin numeracy. From one to five, the old system is almost universally used, six to ten are 
less common, and above ten the old method is only rarely heard. The word for one, kanata, is 
shortened to ka and used as an indefinite article cliticized to the noun phrase, normally at the 
beginning of a discourse or when a new character is being introduced. ordinal numbers are 
not apparently used except to indicate first (koretero) and last (wenga or pang). Both are less 
like one object may be said to surpass another to indicate order. 
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4.8 Conjunctions 

4.8.1 Sequential 

The conjunctions ko and kowe coordinate main clauses sequentially. 

51) Balusi naru kano areweyangu   Seweko o 
balusi naru ka -no are -wa -Ø -ngu Sewe-ko o 
plane time one-LOC come.up-FUT-2/3s-REL Sewe-TOP thing 
'One time when the plane comes up (the people of) Sewe 

 sioni  uweya.   Ko naru kano Moro, 
sio -ni u -wa -Ø Ko naru ka -no Moro 
get(2+)-3sDS go.down-FUT-2/3s CONJ time one-LOC Moro 
will send their stuff down- And another time Moro, 

 Dana Begumu o sioyi  uweya. 
Dana Begumu o sio -i u -wa -Ø 
Dana Begumu thing get(2+)-3pDS go.down-FUT-2/3s 
Dana and Begumu will send their stuff down.' 

52) uyarini  muroi kumarong. 
uyare -ni muro-i kumo-a -Ø -rong 
go.down/across-3sDS shoot-2/3pDS die -PST-2/3s-RPST 
went down, they shot it and it died.' 

 Kowe simong katoko  opingo rero 
kowe simong ka -do -ko opingo re –ro 
CONJ boy one-TOP-TOP dog get-SS 
'And a boy got the dog...' 

4.8.2 Contrastive 

The conjunction kuko joins clauses which are contrastive. 

53) "Nuwene okaka ngana yero kimiroweyano 
nuwe -ne oka -ka nga-nage ye -ro ko -miro-wa -no 
cousin-IPOSS thing-DET this-only say-SS 2DO-tell -FUT-ls 
'"Cousin, there is something I want to tell you 

 kuko keto piimingoweya.'' 
kuko ke-do piiming-o -wa -Ø 
but 2S-TOP be.bad -3DO-FUT-2/3s 
but you will be upset."' 

4.8.3 Disjunctive 

Disjunction is expressed by the negative particle ma and the interrogative suffix -pe. 
This probably produces a series of negative questions indicating exclusive alternatives. 

54) Iyarero Moro nganope  ma Danape  ma 
iyare-ro Moro nga-no -pe ma Dana-pe ma 
go -SS Moro this-LOC-YNQ NEG Dana-YNQ NEG 
'He would go and whether that man was from Moro 
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 Koberokope ma Begumupe ma uni nguno 
Koberoko-pe ma Begumu-pe ma uni ngu-no 
Koberoko-YNO NEG Begumu-YNO NEG man that-LOC 
or from Dana or from Koberoko or from Begumu...' 

4.8.4 Reason/Causal 

The conjunctions asa, arisa and harisa probably provide reason-result connectiveness. 

55) Dana iyarini asa nore iyaretowo. 
Dana iyare-ni asa nore iyare-Ø -to-wo 
Dana go -3sDR so 1P go -PST-lp -RPST 
'The people of Dana went so we went.' 

4.9 Reflexives and Reciprocals 

4.9.1 Reflexives 

Reflexive constructions (when the subject and the object of a clause are coreferent) 
employ the possessive pronoun (see 3.1.2 above) plus the topic marker -bo. 

56) Enengobo  kowi  ura. 
ene-ngo -bo kowe-i uro-a -Ø 
3 -POSS-TOP body -3sPOSS hit -PST-2/3s 
'He hit himself 

4.9.2 Reciprocals 

Reciprocal constructions (when two subjects each take the other as object) are formed 
from a reciprocal noun (see 3.2 above) and the verb te 'do'. 

57) kato kuwing rero ka inoni, kato 
ka -to kuo -ing re -ro ka ino -ni ka -to 
one-TOP sister-3sPOSS get-SS one give-3sDS one-TOP 

 kuwing rero ka inoni, kato eperere tero... 
kuo -ing re -ro ka ino -ni ka -to eperere te-ro 
sister-3sPOSS get-SS one give-3sDS one-TOP exchange do-SS 
'One got his sister and gave her to the other and the other got his sister and gave 
her to him; they exchanged (sisters).' 

4.10 Negators 

A-noun phrase is negated with the word kini which follows the phrase. 

58) Noko kupuo kini noko uni. 
no-ko kupuo kini no-ko uni 
1S-TOP eel NEG 1S-TOP man 
'I am not an eel, I am a man.' 

Kini is also used as a speech particle, a negative response to an assertion or question. 

Negation of a verb in the indicative mode is accomplished by the adverb kama which 
immediately precedes the verb. 
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59) Enengobo  po ngu kama utoyotego. 
ene-ngo -bo po ngu kama uto -yo -te -go 
3 -POSS-TOP pig that NEG kill-HAB-PRES-2/3p 
'They themselves do not kill that pig.' 

Negation of a verb in the imperative mode consists of the adverb ma immediately 
preceding a verb marked for intentional aspect (see 6.3 below). 

4.11 Particles and Clitics 

4.11.1 Particles 

A particle, nage (short form na), marks discreteness, and may follow and modify 
nouns, pronouns (personal and reflexive), adverbs, postpositions (at least locative and 
ablative), quantifiers, intentional and durative marked medial verbs. Its highest percentage of 
use is with the adverb ngude 'thus'. 

Ngude nage. 'That is all.'' 

This is the standard closing formula for a discourse. 

4.11.2 Clitics 

Various concepts are encoded by clitics, particles which are phonologically bound to a 
phrasal unit. Postpositions, topic subject and thematized constituent marker, the yes/no 
question marker and the uncertainty marker are all clitics. 

a. Postpositions 

Location 

60) yede parami-mo 
village big -LOC 
in the big village 

61) Soda -no 
Sunday-LOC 
on Sunday 

Allative 

62) mira -ko 
ground-ALL 
to the ground 

Ablative 

63) ya -nogo 
house-ABL 
from the house 

Instrumental 

64) suke -po 
knife-INST 
with a knife 
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Accompaniment 

6S) Sotama-ko -ya tutu-ko -ya te -a -ri -yong -mu 
sand -TOP-ACC star -TOP-ACC do-PST-2/3d-RPST-REL 
'What the sand and the stars did.' 

Reference/Causal 

66) ngu-ro 
that-REF 
in regards to (because of) that 

Benefactive 

67) Sewe koro 
Sewe BEN 
for (the people of) Sewe 

b. Topic 

The topic marker -ko (-go) seems to be used to indicate the participant who is most in 
focus at the moment, whether it is the grammatical subject or the object (this is rare). There 
are two variant forms which appear in texts: -do (-to) and -bo (-po). These markers may be 
used exclusive of or in conjunction with each other in the same text. Sometimes they may 
indicate different participants, perhaps in different roles in the discourse or in the sentence. 
Sometimes they may appear on the same word. As yet, an accurate description of their use 
and function cannot be attempted. 

c. Yes/No Question 

The interrogative clitic -pe may attach to any part of a question which is being 
emphasized (see 6.4.3). 

68) Kepe meteng are samakanere koteweya? 
Ke-pe meteng are samaka-nere kote -wa -ya 
2S-YNQ good come.up help -1DO work-FUT-2/3s 
'Can you come up and help us work?' 

69) Hamobe? 
Hamong-pe 
true -YNQ 
'Is that true?' 

d. Uncertainty 

The clitic -peka expresses the speaker's uncertainty about a particular subject. 

70) Kuyepo balusi areweyaeeka. 
Kuyepo balusi are -wa -Ø -peka 
tomorrow plane come.up-FUT-2/3s-UNC 
'The plane might come up tomorrow.' 
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5. Phrase Structure 

5.1 Noun phrase 

The Nahu noun phrase has as a minimal structure: 

 NP -> N (AdjP) (Quantifier) (Dem) 
   Pronoun 

71) po sawa wild pig 
pig wild 

72) pare tukuni-ga an old woman 
woman old DET 

73) simong irisa ngu those two boys 
boy two that 

Noun phrases have not been found at maximal expansion in natural texts, so this 
structure is only an approximation. In elicited texts, there seems to be an avoidance of 
overloading the noun phrase with modifiers. Additional layers of modification are generally 
relativized. 

74) bali tomontakuko  madumi ngu kutang 
bali tomonta-ku -ko madumi ngu kutang 
ball small -REL-TOP red that round 
'ball which is small is red, that one is round' 

Possession is normally marked on the possessed noun. 

75) Apilala pari kowi 
Apilala pare-ing kowe-ing 
Apilaia wife-3POSS skin -3POSS 
'Apilala's wife's body' 

Nouns are usually modified by following adjectives (as in #71 above). However, a 
second noun is sometimes used forming a two-headed noun phrase. The first noun is the 
modifier of the second. 

76) sono naru wet season 
water time 

77) wodo uni rich man 
money man 

Noun phrases coordinate in various ways. If the NP's are the subject or object of the 
clause they are listed consecutively (as in #41 above) or joined by the topic marker and 
accompaniment marker (as in #50 above). If they are the goal they will occur as goals of 
separate clauses joined by the ablative postpositional phrase. 

78) Begumu uro  ngu nogo Butemu urong. 
Begumu u -ro ngu nogo Butemu u -Ø -Ø -rong 
Begumu go.down-SR that ABL Butemu go.down-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'He went to Begumu and Butemu,' 
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5.2 Verb phrase 

The verb most often exists as an independent structure with all modifying features 
encoded as affixes. However, the verb may be modified by a preceding adverb. 

 VP -> (Adv) V 

79) po ngu kama utoyotego. 
po ngu kama uro-yo -te -go 
pig that NEG hit -HAB-PRES-2/3p 
'they don't kill that pig' 

80) "Nuwene waka are,'' yarong. 
nuwe -ne waka are -Ø ye -a -Ø -rong 
cousin-1POSS quickly come.up-2sIMP say-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'"Cousin, come up quickly," he said,' 

5.3 Adjective Phrase 

An adjective phrase will may be formed to express either an intensive or comparative 
idea. For the intensive, a head adjective is followed by another adjective such as horeng 'true' 
or, in apparently typical Melanesian style, piimi 'very bad'. 

81) kodeng strong 
kodeno piimi extremely strong 

When comparing the attributes of two referents one will be described as surpassing the 
other. When three are involved, an adjective phrase is formed by preceding the head adjective 
with either a modifier or zero. 

82) soga parami < parami < hamong parami 
little big  big  truly big 

5.4 Postpositional phrase 

Postpositions: locative, allative, ablative, reference, accompaniment, may all attach to 
nouns and noun phrases. (see section 4.8 for examples). 

5.5 Simple clause structure 

The simple, unmarked order of constituents in the Nahu clause is: 

 S (NP) (PP) (NP) VP 

 PP NP PP NP VP 
83) Suwo kano no kobono kare sekanowo 

suwo ka-no no kobo -no kare seke-a -no-wo 
night a -LOC 1S moon-LOC kapul find -PST-ls -RPST 
'One night I hunted kapul in the moonlight.' 

In #83 above the initial postpositional phrase is a discourse level component and is thus 
not included in the normal clause structure 

The word order is fairly rigid, except when the subject is marked for topicality. In that 
case, the subject and object positions may be reversed. The optionality presumably indicates 
some kind of emphasis but this has yet to be determined. 
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84)a. koporeng mira pokamote 
cloud ground cover-PRES-2/3s 

 b. koporengko mira pokamote 
cloud-TOP ground cover-PRES-2/3s 

 c. Mira koporengko pokamote 
ground cloudTOP cover-PRES-2/3s 
'Clouds are covering the ground,' 

 **d. mira koporeng pokamote 
ground cloud cover-PRES-2/3s 

The subject is marked on the final verb by person/number and on the medial verb when 
a change of subject is going to occur. It normally occupies the initial noun phrase position in 
the clause, except as noted above, and it may be marked for possession. 

The object may also be marked on the final and medial verbs depending on the type of 
verb. It normally occupies the second noun phrase position in the clause and may be marked 
for possession. 

6. Operators 

6.1 Tense 

There are at least four, and maybe five, tense distinctions in Nahu. They are only 
marked on the final verb. Medial verb receive their time orientation from the final verb. 

a. Present tense is used for a narrow range of time reference which extends from a short 
time before now (usually less than a few hours) up to the current event time. It indicates 
something a participant is in the process of doing or has just recently completed. 

b. Past tense is the time range from a few hours ago back to yesterday. Its use in stories 
is limited except in direct quotes and so there is probably some significance to the story line 
when it is utilized. 

c. Remote past is used for any event which occurred at least two days ago or before. 
This is the normal narrative tense. 

d. Future tense indicates an action which will probably happen in the near to distant 
future. It usually is used for anything expected to happen from tomorrow on. 

There is a fifth time distinction which encodes the very near term future, as, for 
example, in a plan to go somewhere before the day is out. This near term intentionality is 
marked by the intentional aspect (or purpose) morpheme (see 6.2 below). Because of its 
aspectual charact6ristics, its inclusion in the tense category is problematic. 

6.2 Aspect 

Aspect is relatively infrequently marked on the verb to indicate the manner or quality of 
the action. Most commonly the verb has no marking (or a zero marker) and is viewed as 
punctiliar. That is, the duration or quality of the action is not in focus. In Nahu, aspect may be 
overtly encoded by a suffix on the verb, by a free verb, or by an aspectual particle. 

6.2.1 Suffixed 

There are two aspect suffixes which may inflect a verb, whether medial or final. 
Imperfective aspects are marked by -yo. This suffix may indicate eithet habitual or 
continuous aspect, depending on context. Completive aspect is marked by -muko. Both these 
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suffixes may be followed by switch reference (and conjuction) markers to form a medial 
verb, or by tense and person/number markers to form a final verb ending. 

85) Naru rokongoro  ngude nage teyarong. 
naru rokong -o -ro ngude nage te -yo -a -Ø -rong 
time measure-3DO-SS thus only do-HAB-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'Marking out the time he would always do this.' 

86) Seyoningko  nore utowo. 
se -yo -ni -ko nore u -Ø -to-wo 
dig-CONT-3sDS-CONJ 1P go.down-PST-lp -RPST 
'As she was digging, we came down.' 

87) Sotamako tutu weyoyate weyomuko rotoni... 
sotama-ko tutu weyo -yate weyo -muko roto -ni 
sand -TOP star count-DUR count-COMPL let.go-3sDR 
'The sand was counting the stars and when it has counted (them all) it quit...' 

The medial verb suffix, -wero (see 4.2.5), also appears on the verb stem used as the 
intentional aspect marker, but it has not been found to occur with any switch reference, tense 
or person/number markers. In this respect it also indicates the very near future, something the 
speaker is intending to do but which has not happened yet (see 6.1 above). It may even 
denote a purposive aspect, that is, 'in order to' or 'for the purpose of'' (see 4.2.5). It can be 
preceded by one of the other two aspect suffixes and be followed by a coniuction. 

88) Arini  urowero howanowo. 
are -ni uro-wero howe-a -no-wo 
come.up-3sDS hit -INTENT chase-PST-ls -RPST 
'It came up and I chased it intending to hit it.' 

Perfective aspect may appear on a medial verb as the past tense marker -a. 

89) "Kini, nuwene, keto oka 
kini nuwe -ne ke-do o -ka 
no cousin-lPOSS 2S-TOP thing-DET 
“No, cousin, whatever thing 

 ingoyako   yeka  ingowe.'' 
ingo -yo -a -ko ye -Ø -ka ingo-we 
think-CONT-PST-CONJ say-2sIMP-SEQ hear -1sDS 
you have thought, say it and I will listen.” 

6.2.2 Free verb 

Two verbs may be used to encode aspectual notions. The verb roto, properly inflected 
for either medial or final verb status or uninflected as a member of a serial construction, can 
be used for completive aspect. 

90) tapumoro  rotoro topeng nekoro 
tapu -mo -ro roto -ro topeng neko-ro 
bury-3DO-SS let.go-SS family call -SS 
'he buried it and called its family...” 

The verb 'te', inflected with the past tense morpheme, can be used to indicate perfective 
aspect for a preceding clausal unit (1+ clauses). 

91) wibing tero tako  asa po mutoyotego. 
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wibing te -ro te -a -ko asa po muro-yo -te -go 
strength do-SS do-PST-CONJ OK pig shoot-HAB-PRES-2/3p 
'they would gain strength, and having done so, would shoot the pig.' 

6 .2.3 Particle 

One particle, yate, which probably at one time was a fully functioning verb meaning 
'go', is often used to reflect either durative or repetitive aspect. Its status as a particle or a 
suffix is not clear. It usually follows a verb stem and does not take other affixation. It also 
may occur as a free standing word, often repeated to give the idea of continuing, repetitive 
action. Sometimes its associated verb stem will also be repeated. In at least one recorded 
instance it was itself inflected both as a final verb and as a medial, tail-head linkage verb. 

92) awado powera keneyate, kareka  rerong. 
awa -do powera kene-yate kare -ka re -Ø -Ø -rong 
father-TOP big.trap see -DUR wallaby-DET get-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'Father was looking at traps and got a wallaby.' 

93) Oyate oyate  oyate  purimo  oro 
o -yate o -yate o -yate puring -mo o -ro 
go.up-DUR go.up-DUR go.up-DUR mountain-LOC go.up-SS 
'we went up and up and up the mountain...' 

94) Uniga opingongoboya yateyariyong. 
uni -ka opingo-ngo -koya yate -yo -a -ri -yong 
man-D.ART dog -POSS-ACC DUR-CONT-PST-2/3d-RPST 
A man and his dog were out walking about (wandering), 

 Yateyori  sono mituku tero ... 
yate -yo -ri sono mituku te -ro 
DUR-CONT-2/3dDR water rain do-SS 
As they were walking about a rain storm came...' 

6.3 Modality 

6.3.1 Indicative 

The indicative mode is the normal or unmarked construction of medial or final endings. 

6.3.2 Imperative 

The imperative mode is marked by a zero suffix for 2nd singular, by -i for 2nd plural, 
and by -(a)to for 1st plural (horatory). 

  2s 2p 1p 
woso pull woso wosi wosato 
ne eat ne ni nato 
u go down u uyi uto 

The future imperative employs the same form as the immediate with the addition of kebe 
following. 

An interesting feature of Nahu is that the imperative may also be marked by the switch 
reference system, often displayed by an isolated verb marked for 3rd singular and different 
subject marker. 

95) "Ubuni!'' 
ubu -ni 
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come.down-3sDS 
'Bring it down!' 

6.3.3 Prohibitive 

The prohibitive mode is formed from the negative particle ma and either the verb stem 
with the intentional aspect suffix for singular or the corresponding imperative ending for 
plural. 

96) ma tungowero 'Don't close it.' 
ma tedoyi 'Don't you all cry.' 
ma tongato 'Let's not go.' 

6.3.4 Permissive 

The permissive mode is formed from the adjective meteng 'good' and the imperative. 

97) meteng u 'You may go (down).' 
meteng yi 'You all may speak.' 
meteng oto 'We can go.' 

6.3.5 Negative 

The negative mode is an adverbial aspectual formation with kama. 

98) Sewe kama uwano. 
Sewe kama u -wa -no 
Sewe NEG go.down-FUT-ls 
'I will not go down to Sewe,' 

6.3.6 Hypothetical 

The hypothetical mode is marked on a medial verb with the clausal conjunction -ko. 
The meaning is derived from context. 

99) Maheroko re mahewano. 
mahe-ro -ko re mahe-wa -no 
come -SS-CONJ get come -FUT-ls 
'If I come I will bring it.' 

If the hypothetical situation involves an equative statement (zero copula) the verb te 'do' is 
used. 

100) Ngu madumi tiningko re  nuno. 
ngu madong-mi te-ni -ko re no -ino -Ø 
that red -INTENS do-3sDS-CONJ get 1DO-give-2sIMP 
'If that is red, give it to me.' 

6.3.7 Contrafactual 

The contrafactual mode is the hypothetical mode structure preceded by kama. 
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101) Daniel kama etiningko  ubuwano. 
Daniel kama ete -ni -ko ubu -wa -no 
Daniel NEG sleep-3sDS-CONJ come.down-FUT-ls 
'If Daniel doesn't sleep, I will come down,' 

The negator precedes whichever clause is being negated, whether the condition or the 
result. If, as in #100, the contrafactual situation involves the negation of an equative 
statement, the predicate is negated with kini and te is again used. 

102) Madumi kini tiningko uwano. 
madumi NEG te -ni -ko u -wa -no 
red not do-3sDS-CONJ go.down-FUT-ls 
'If it's not red I will go.' 

6.4 Sentence types 

6.4.1 Declarative 

Declarative sentences are the normal unmarked type of sentences. 

103) Dopekekoya Takemekoya tokono oriyong. 
Dopeke-ko -ya Takeme-ko -ya toko -no o -Ø -ri -yong 
Dopeke-TOP-ACC Takeme-TOP-ACC forest-ALL go.up-PST-2/3d-RPST 
'Dopeke and Takeme went up to the forest.' 

6.4.2 Imperative 

Imperative sentences are essentially sentence fragments in that they end in a medial 
verb inflected only for imperative mode. There is no fully inflected final verb form. 

104) Asa, ye woso kutakemo mahika. 
Asa ye woso kutake-no mahe-i -ka 
OK 2/3P pull nearby-ALL come-2pIMP-SEO 
'Alright, you all come up close beside me.' 

6.4.3 Interrogative 

Interrogative sentences may contain the interrogative sentence level clitic pe or may use 
rising voice inflection or an interrogative pronoun. The order of sentence elements is not 
affected. 

105) Datekudo  kikite? 
date -ku -do ko -ki -te -Ø 
what-REL-TOP 2DO-bite-PRES-2/3s 
'What was it that bit you?' 

106) Hamobe? 
hamong-pe 
true -YNQ  
'Is that true?' 

107) Ngako ingotegoppe? 
nga-ko ingo -te -go -pe 
this -TOP understand-PRES-2/3p-YNQ 
'Do you all understand?' 
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108) Kopipe neweya?' 
kopi -pe ne -wa -ya 
coffee-YNQ drink-FUT-2/3s 
'Will you drink some coffee?' 

7. Complex sentence structures 

7.1 Relative clauses 

Relativization is a productive aspect of the Nahu language. Almost anything can be 
relativized by the addition of the relative suffix -ku (-mu, -ngu). The most common form of 
relativization is to affix to a fully inflected verb which indicates a verbal quality modifying 
the head noun. 

109) tedaguringku   yewe teteno. 
tedo-a -go -ring -ku ye -we te -te -no 
cry -PST-2/3p-RPST-REL say-lsDS do-PRES-ls 
'I am going to say what they cried (out).' 

This device is often used in the introduction to a story, sort of a synopsis of what is to 
follow. 

110) Dopeke koya Takeme koya tariyongku. 
Dopeke koya Takeme koya te -a -ri -yong -ku 
Dopeke ACC Takeme ACC do-PST-2/3d-RPST-REL 
'What Dopeke and Takeme did.' 

The relative suffix may also appear on adjectives with the meaning "the one which 
is...". For instance, in a heavy noun phrase with many modifiers, the second or third modifier 
will have the relativizer. 

111) wodo kutano irisa tomontaku 
wodo kutang irisa tomonta-ku 
stone round two small -REL 
'two small round stones' 

Possessives may also utilize the relativizer as in the following construction: 

112) Keto yaku  da? 
ke-to ya -ku da 
2S -TOP house-REL where 
'Where is your house (the house which is yours)?' 

Once relativized, the normal clitics such as topic, focus, or locative may be attached. 

113) No tomontakuno  awadoya  sikuno 
no tomo -ta -ku -no awa -do -ya siku -no 
1S small-INTENS-REL-LOC father-TOP-ACC deep.forest-ALL 

 tongerowo. 
tonge-Ø -ro -wo 
go -PST-1d-RPST 
When I was small I went with my father to the bush-' 
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114) Ko mira siburimuko  koretero kuno raguring. 
ko Mira siburi -mu -ko korete -ro kuno re -a -go -ring 
CONJ locale owner-REL-TOP be.first-SS dance do-PST-2/3p-RPST 
'But the ones who were the owners of the place were dancing first.' 

115) Koro hamong yarongmudo. 
koro hamong ye -a -Ø -rong -mu -do 
REF true say-PST-2/3s-RPST-REL-TOP 
'What you said about that is true.' 

7.2 Complementation 

7.2.1 Direct Quotes 

Direct quotation has the following formula: 

 DQ --> (speech final verb) (speech final verb) 

The verb preceding the speech act is almost always present except in a running dialogue 
where alternation of speakers is understood. The following verb is only rarely used. The 
motivation for usage is undetermined. 

116) awaye kato yarong,  “Simonge 
awa -ye ka -to ye -a -rong simong-ne 
father-2/3pPOSS one-TOP say-PST-2/3s-RPST child -lsPOSS 
'one of their fathers said, "My children, 

 meteng yirika  arini.'' 
meteng ye -ri -ka are -ni 
good say-2/3dDS-SEQ come.up-3sDS 
you two can tell her to come up."' 

117) Yewe yarong,   "Iyo, meteng teteno,''  yarong. 
ye -we ye -a -Ø -rong Iyo meteng te -te -no ye -a -Ø -rong 
say-1sDS say-PST-2/3s-RPST yes good do-PRES-ls say-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'I said that and he said, "Yes, I am alright."' 

7.2.2 Indirect Quote/Cognition 

All internal mental processes: thinking, wishing, knowing and internal dialogue are 
handled by complementation. The complement clause is followed by the verb ye 'say' with a 
switch reference ending, or by the verb ingo 'hear/know' or both. The complement can 
contain,a verb with final inflection, the intentional suffix, or other medial endings - usually is 
switch reference. 

118) Naru kano Boyopenu koya Moebanu taku wadewero 
naru ka -no Boyopenu koya Moebanu taku wade -wero 
time one-LOC Boyopenu ACC Moebanu dam put.in-INTENT 
'One time, Boyopenu and Moebanu thought they wanted 

 yero sono howariyong 
ye -ro sono howe -a -ri -yong 
say-SS water follow-PST-2/3d-RPST 
to make a dam, so they followed the stream.' 

119) Tini kinitini ene yedemo uyarewe 
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te -ni kinite-ni ene yedeng-no uyare -we 
do -3sDS finish-3sDS 3S village-ALL go.down/across-lsDS 
'He did that and it finished and he wanted to go back 

 yero nuwi  Apilala mirarong. 
ye -ro nuwe -i Apilala miro-a -Ø -rong 
say-SS cousin-3sPOSS Apilala tell -PST-2/3s-RPST 
to his village so he told his cousin Apilala.' 

120) Kiweyoni  ko Dosanakoya  Winkeyokoya 
kiwe -yo -ni ko Dosana-ko -ya Winkeyo-ko -ya 
sing.out-CONT-2/3s CONJ Dosana-TOP-ACC Winkeyo-TOP-ACC 
'He was calling out and Dosana and Winkeyo, 

 uni kato uroni kiweyote yero, 
uni ka -to uro-ni kiwe -yo -te -Ø ye -ro 
man one-TOP hit -3sDS sing.out-CONT-PRES-2/3s say-SS 
thinking a man was hitting him and he was calling out, 

 sukepo tongarong  yero mahiriyong. 
suke -po tongo-a -Ø -rong ye -ro mahe -Ø -Ø -riyong 
knife-INST cut -PST-2/3s-RPST say-SS come -PST-2/3d-RPST 
that the man was cutting him with a knife, came.' 

121) nuwedo o meteng tero neyotiri   yero ingoro 
nuwe -do o meteng te -ro ne -yo -te -ri ye -ro ingo-ro 
cousin-TOP food good do-SS eat-HAB-PRES-2/3d say-SS hear-SS 
'(my) cousins make and eat good food he decided...' 

7.3 Serial Constructions 

Some verbs may join with other verbs to form a single predicate. This predicate is a 
semantic unit, usually with a continuous action sequence. Most often this occurs with either 
the verbs of motion or getting although other verbs may also be involved, particularly actions 
in the train from 'getting' to ,going'. 

o go up re get 
u go down se get (2+) 
are come. up 
ubu come down 
inahe come 
iyare go 
tonge leave 
howe follow 

In the serial construction, which may include more than two verbs, only the last one 
takes any suffixation, whether medial or final. Motion verbs combine to reflect a movement 
in continuous multiple directions. 

122) u iyare go down and across 
ubu oro come down and up 

A construction  with the ‘getting’ verbs are used to indicate an action which implies 
motion to grasp followed by the other verbal idea(s). 

123) re toworo grab 
get hold-SS 
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124) se nuno give them to me 
get(2+) 1DO-give-IMP (this implies you don't have them right now) 

125) re kusio koroworo tie it up and carry it 
get tie-3DO carry-3DO-SS 

126) sore are uburiyong 
run.away come.up come.down-PST-2/3d-RPST 
'they ran away, came up and came down' 
(a common feature of travel in the mountains) 

Serial predicates, when occurring at the end of a final clause, are often utilized in the 
tail-head linkage of the following clause. 

127) wuru komiri kiwingo se inarong.   Se inoni... 
wuru komiri kiwingo se ino -a -Ø -rong Se ino -ni 
betelnut leaf lime get(2+) give-PST-2/3s-RPST get(2+) give-3sDS 
'he gave him the betelnut, leaf, and lime. Giving them to him...' 

Serial verb constructions such as these may have a postpositional phrase interposed 
inbetween the two verbs (as in #36 above). 

The continuous aspect suffix -yo may at one time have been more fully verbal and thus 
been a part of a very frequent SVC. In isolation it is the verb 'be'. Over time this construction 
has assimilated from two separate clauses to a lexical item. 

7.4 Independent clause combinations 

7.4.1 Conjunctive 

The clausal conjunction -ko can be used for a variety of connections between clauses. 
The specific temporal or causal meanings are context specific. For instance, a conditional 
clause is generally indicated if the final verb is in the future tense. 

128) Etininoko  uwano.' 
ete -ni -ko u -wa -no 
sleep-3sDS-CONJ go.down-FUT-ls 
'If he sleeps I will go down.' 

The use of the conjunction on stative verbs gives the temporal idea of simultaneity; on 
action verbs that of temporal, succession. 

129) nimi  wode soporo yarong. 
nang -i wode sopo-ro yo-a -Ø -rong 
mother-3sPOSS old wait -SS be-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'his mother was waiting for him.' 

 Yoningko nanguni mahiningko... 
yo-ni -ko nango-i mahe-ni -ko 
be -3sDS-CONJ son -3sPOSS come-3sDS-CONJ 
'While she was waiting, her son came in and...' 

Temporal connection between clauses is not normally indicated, although the common 
understanding is that events happen in sequence. Therefore, when this succession is desired 
to be explicit, the clausal conjunction is used. 

7.4.2 Switch Reference 

The switch reference system in Nahu serves to maintain participant identity through the 
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clause chain. Since the language does not utilize proper names to any great extent, or even 
pronouns, this system is vital to keep the hearer/reader aware of who is doing what. 
Participants are identified at the beginning of a discourse, and then are referred to by the 
same subject/different subject markers or by subject agreement on the final verbs. They may 
be maintained through nominal or pronominal reference when the participant mix has gotten 
confused or when ambiguity is high. 

The sentence unit in Nahu, that is, a clause chain ending in a final verb, may more 
properly be understood as a paragraph. It contains subjects and predicates which center on a 
basic topic. Consider the following example (FV=final verb, SR=switch reference): 

Sentence #1 (Introduction) 
I was with my brother at Nagada and we chased(FV) a pig. 

Sentence #2 (We chase a pig) 
It ran away(SR) and Ima followed(SR) the pig's tracks. I waited(SR) by the pig trail. The pig 
came(SR) and I shot(SR) at it but it ran away(SR). I went to the house(SR) and told(SR) 
Dopenuka, "Come and let's chase it, it ran up into the kunai.'' (implied final speech verb) 

Sentence #3 (The pig is chased foward me and bites me) 
It went up(SR) and waited for me(SR) in order to bite me Dopenuka followed(SR) it and 
when it came down(SR) he I shot at(SR) it. Then the pig bit(SR) me and I cried out(FV). 

Sentence #4 (The pig dies) 
A boy came(SR) and shot(SR) the pig which died(FV). 

Sentence #5 (I am taken to be helped) 
Dopenuka carried(SR) me and we came(SR) to KPI where he told(SR) a white man who 
talked(SR) on the telephone to the hospital. Then an ambulance came(SR) and took(FV) us to 
the Madang hospital. 

When the subject of one clause is included in the subject of a following or preceding 
clause the relationship is encoded with the same subject marker. For instance, if the subject 
changes from lst plural to lst singular, the same subject marker is used. 

 Clause 1  Clause 2 SR marker 
 lp --> 1s Same Subject 
 3p --> 3s SS 
 3s --> 3p SS 
 ld --> 3s SS 

These are the only such references found to date. Undoubtedly others will come to light with 
further research. 
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8. Discourse considerations 

8.1 Text Genre 

In general, narrative texts tend to have longer sentences with more switch reference 
markers indicating different subjects than hortatory texts. Clauses in Nahu are not generally 
complex in any oenre, but in hortatory texts in particular the clauses seem shorter and more 
succinct. Procedural texts will string together more clauses than other types, with same 
subject markings predominating. 

8.2 Anaphora 

In oral texts, tail-head linkage between final verb and following medial verb is used 
frequently. This device serves to maintain the story line within a paragraph unit which 
contains more that one sentence. It also serves the speaker as a collective device to allow him 
to hold the story together as he constructs it. Occasionally the linkage occurs across more 
than one clause when the intervening clause(s) are background material. 

8.3 Ellipsis 

In Nahu, as in Papuan languages in general, the verb is the necessary and sufficient 
constituent of a clause. Elision of the subject and/or object from a clause is frequent and 
unmarked. Elision of the verb is not possible, except in the instance of the copula, which is a 
zero form. 

From clause to clause in a medial setting, the participants are maintained by subject 
agreement. When the subjects of medial clauses are different in absolute number but the same 
in relative terms, the same subject marker is used. That is, if the subject of a following verb is 
a subset of the subject of a previous verb (or a plural subject which includes the previous 
singular or dual), the same subject marker is used, instead of the absolute reference to the 
new subject. Thus, there is a specification of inclusion by omitting the otherwise obligatory 
different subject marking (see 7.4.2 above). 

8.4 Paragraph Structure 

As yet the only paragraph structure signal is the use of the sentence level conjunction 
kowe. This seems to at least demarcate sections of the discourse which are probably 
paragraph divisions. 

8.5 Topic Tracking 

At present it seems that the topic of a discourse as a whole is not tracked per se. The 
various major participants are marked for topicality with the clitic -ko. This marking is done 
at different times during the discourse for reasons which are not yet clear. 

8.6 Written vs. Oral Style 

The major difference between written and oral style in Nahu is the higher percentage of 
tail-head linkage employed in oral discourse. orators seem to need more such connectors to 
keep the hearer on track with the thrust of the story. Writers, on the other hand, apparently 
rely on review by the reader to maintain cohesion. 

A minor aspect of oral discourse is the greater use of the demonstrative with its various 
clitics (reference, topic, location). Orators use this type of participant reference more 
frequently than writers. Such use of demonstratives in discourse is not understood fully. 
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8.7 Rhetorical Questions 

Rhetorical questions are used in oral hortatory discourse to emphasize a point, They 
have the same form as normal questions, and in fact may be answered by the audience. The 
answer, however, is not obligatory for the speaker to continue and make his point. 

9. Lexical Considerations 

9.1 Abstractions 

Abstract nouns are most often represented by verbal ideas. Thus, love is 'to give good 
insides,' anger is 'to do a negative emotion.' Other abstractions are adjectival. Thus, happiness 
is 'good insides,' sorrow is 'painful insides.' 

9.2 Implied speech 

As far as is known, speech is almost always explicit in a verbal form, even if the speech 
is an internal event. The various speech verbs, as well as specific verbs such as soreng 
'forbid', are used to indicate verbal expression. 

9.3 Figures of Speech 

Some observed figures: 

metonymy - The name of a town is used to represent the inhabitants of that town. 

130) Balusi naru kano areweyangu  Seweko 
balusi naru ka -no are -wa -Ø -ngu Sewe-ko 
airplane time one-LOC come.up-FUT-2/3s-EMPH Sewe-TOP 
'When the plane comes up, (the people of) Sewe 

 o sioni  uweya. 
o sio -ni u -wa -Ø 
thing get(2+)-3sDR go.down-FUT-2/3s 
will get their stuff and send it down.' 

personification - This is a common feature of legendary stories where inanimate objects 
operate as participants. It also occurs in the description of supernatural forces which take on 
the shape or attributes of people or animals. Much work needs to be done yet on idioms and 
their use. 

9.5 Borrowings 

Words which are assimilated into the language from other languages are modified to fit 
the phonological and grammatical pattern of Nahu. New concepts or objects usually come 
into the Nahu language from Tok Pisin, the predominant trade language in the area. 
Generally, consonant clusters are broken up and final vowels are supplied, if necessary, to 
maintain the CV pattern. 

Tok Pisin verbs are also incorporated into the grammatical structure of Nahu. Transitive 
verbs in Tok Pisin which end in -im receive a velar nasal, the direct object marker -o and the 
normal tense/aspect and person/number suffixes. This has been observed in cases where there 
is an acceptable Nahu verb, but the speaker chooses to use a Tok Pisin equivalent instead. 
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Appendices 

A. Sample Texts 

90WW BAKO 

al) Bako sirang kono pono o konaniboro 
bako sirang kono pono o kahu-nani -boro 
sweetpotato taro banana pitpit food belly-1pPOSS-REF 
'Sweetpotato, taro, banana, pitpit and other food 

 tunokarong,   nguro sowo made pingayong 
tunoke -a -Ø -rong ngu -ro sowo made pinga-yong 
become-PST-2/3s-RPST that-REF story talk story -3POSS 
appeared, a story about that.' 

a2) Yedega owe Kogo, kowe noko owe Riribo nguno uni pare 
yedeng-ka owe Kogo kowe noko owe Riribo ngu-no uni pare 
village -one name Kogo CONJ ground name Riribo that-LOC man woman 
'In a place called Kogo in the area of Riribo, there people 

 yaguring. 
yo-a -go -ring 
be-PST-2/3p-RPST 
were living.' 

a3) Ngudo koyeboro  kumoro suwo dongedonge tero 
ngu-do kahu-ye -boro kumo-ro suwo RDP -donge te -ro 
that -TOP belly-2/3pPOSS-REF die -SS night INTENS-during do-SS 
'They were hungry all night but they only had 

 utoga  owe tokome komiri ngu nage karo nero 
utong -ka owe tokome komiri ngu nage ka -ro ne -ro 
vine.rope-one name vine.type leaf that only cook-SS eat-SS 
the leaf of a certain vine called tokome to cook and eat 

 ngerongero teyuri  sarangosarango yarong. 
RDP -ngero te -yo -ri RDP -sarango yo-a -Ø -rong 
INTENS-chatter do-CONT-2/3pDS NOMIN-dawn be-PST-2/3s-RPST 
so they would stay up and talk until dawn.' 

a4) Nguna nguna tero Yuri yate. 
ngu-nage ngu-nage te -ro yo-ri yate 
that-only that-only do-SS be -2/3pDS DUR 
'That is all they would do all the time.' 

a5) Naru kano pare wode kato bako sirano kupino kono 
naru ka -no pare wode ka -do bako sirang kupino kono 
time one-LOC woman elderly one-TOP sweetpotato taro yam banana 
'One time an old woman got sweetpotato, taro, yam and banana; 

 o soso kono  rimi neyoteto nga sioro 
o soso ko -no rimo -i ne -yo -te -to nga sio -ro 
food all garden-LOC plant-2/3pDS eat-HAB-PRES-lp this get(2+)-SS 
all the foods we plant in the garden and eat and she got it and 
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 kimo  sirioro mahero mako kano mahiningko 
kahu-i -no sirio -ro mahe-ro mako ka -no mahe-ni -ko 
belly-3POSS-LOC fill.up-SS come-SS door one-ALL come-3sDS-CONJ 
filled up her insides and came and when she came to the door 

 awaye kato yarong,   "Simonge meteng 
awa -ye ka -do ye -a -Ø -rong Simong-ne meteng 
father-2/3pPOSS one-TOP say-PST-2/3s-RPST child -1POSS good 
one of the older men said, "My children, you can 

 yirika  arini.'' 
ye -ri -ka are -ni 
say-PL.IMP-SEQ come.up-3sDS 
tell her to come up." 

a6) Ngude yimironi  uburo  pare wode ngu rero yano 
ngude yo -miro-ni ubu -ro pare wode ngu re -ro ya -no 
thus 3DO-tell -3sDS come.down-SS woman elderly that get-SS house-ALL 
'He told them this and they went down, got the old woman and they all 

 oguring. 
o -Ø -go -ring 
go.up-PST-2/3p-RPST 
went up into the house.' 

a7) Oro  kuditeroko  oseseyerarong,  "Ye do ka 
o -ro kudite -ro -ko osese-yere -a -rong Ye do ka 
go.up-SS sit.down-SS-CONJ ask -PLDO-PST-2/3s-RPST 2/3P what one 
'They came in and sat down and she asked them, "What 

 nero yotego?'' 
ne -ro yo-te -go 
eat-SS be-PRES-2/3p 
are you all eating?" 

a8) Yiningko, ngade miraguring,  "Noreko konaniboro 
ye -ni -ko ngade miro-a -go -ring Nore-ko kahu-nani -boro 
say-3sDS-CONJ thus tell -PST-2/3p-RPST 1P -TOP belly-1pPOSS-REF 
'When she said this they answered, "We don't have anything to eat 

 kiniboro kinage tokome komiri karo  nero yoteto.'' 
kiniboro kinage tokome komiri ka -ro ne -ro yo-te -to 
without nothing vine.type leaf cook-SS eat-SS be-PRES-lp 
except this vine leaf we cook and eat." 

a9) Ngude yiko  yarong,   “Oya  kodong 
ngude ye -i -ko ye -a -Ø -rong o -ya kodong 
thus say-2/3pDS-CONJ say-PST-2/3s-RPST go.up-2sIMP wooden.bowl 
'They spoke thus and she said, "Go and get that big bowl 

 parami ngu reya ubuya  ngano riri.” 
parang-mi ngu re -ya ubu -ya nga -no re -i 
big -INTENS that get-2sIMP come.down-IMP here-LOC put-PL.IMP 
and come and put it here."' 

a10) Yini, kodong parami ngu rero uburo 
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ye -ni kodong parang-mi ngu re -ro ubu -ro 
say-3sDS wooden.bowl big -INTENS that get-SS come.down-SS 
'She spoke then they got that big bowl and came and 

 riko  bako sirang kupino kono kahing kurokogo 
re -i -ko bako sirano kupino kono kahu-ing kurokogo 
put-2/3pDS-CONJ sweetpotato taro yam banana belly-3sPOSS out.of 
put it down and from her insides she pulled sweetpotato, taro, yam and 

 tangoro  kodong ngu reyoni  magorarong. 
tango -ro kodong ngu re -yo -ni magore-a -Ø -rong 
disgorge-SS wooden.bowl that get-CONT-3sDS be.full -PST-2/3s-RPST 
got that bowl and filled it up,'' 

a11) Yuwoyongmuko   pugeko  pugeyoro   mahero 
yuwo -yong -mu -ko puge -ko puge -yo -ro  mahe-ro 
seedlings-3POSS-REL-TOP string.bag-LOC put.in.bag-3DO-SS come-SS 
'The seeds and seedlings she put in a string bag and came 

 makono pikarong. 
mako-no piko -a -Ø -rong 
door -LOC put.in.place-PST-2/3s-RPST 
and hung it at the door.' 

a12) Asa uni pare simong ngu karo  nero suwo dongedonge 
Asa uni pare simong ngu ka -ro ne -ro suwo RDP -donge 
OK man woman child that cook-SS eat-SS night 1NTENS-during 
'OK, so the people all cooked and ate and throughout the night 

 ngunoku  nenetero  etaguring. 
ngu-no -ku nenete -ro ete -a -go -ring 
that-LOC-REL refrain.from-SS sleep-PST-2/3p-RPST 
what they did (before) they refrained from and slept.' 

a13)  Ngude tiko  ya kumimo uni ngudo 
ngude te -i -ko ya kumi-no uni ngu -do 
thus do-2/3pDS-CONJ house some-LOC man that-TOP 
'When they had done this some men from other houses 

 yimitoyaguring,    "Ye do tero made nenetero 
yo -miro-yo -a -go -ring Ye do te -ro made nenete -ro 
3DO-tell -CONT-PST-2/3p-RPST 2/3P what do-SS talk refrain.from-SS 
said to them, "What are you all doing that you don't talk 

 etago?'' 
ete -a -go 
sleep-PST-2/3p 
and are sleeping (only)?" 

a14) Yiko  yaguring,  "Noreko yedo pare wodeka 
ye -i -ko ye -a -go -ring Nore-ko ye -do pare wode  -ka 
say-2/3pDS-CONJ say-PST-2/3p-RPST 1P -TOP 2/3P-TOP woman elderly-
one 
'They asked and the people responded, "We, an old woman came 

 mahini howiyuri noreno mahini rero yano  oto 
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mahe-ni howe-yuri nore-no mahe-ni re -ro ya -no o -to 
come-3sDS chase-3pDS 1P -ALL come-3sDS get-SS house-ALL go.up-lpDS 
and you chased away so she came to us; we brought her into the house 

 ngudo konaniboro  nunoni  karo  nero made 
ngu-do kahu-nani -boro no -ino -ni ka -ro ne -ro made 
that-TOP belly-1pPOSS-REF 1DO-give-3sDS cook-SS eat-SS talk 
and she gave us food which we cooked and ate and so we refrain from 

 nenetero  etatongu.'' 
nenete -ro ete -a  -to-ngu 
refrain.from-SS sleep-PST-lp-EMPH 
talking and just sleep!"' 

a15) Ngude yimirarong. 
ngude yo -miro-a -Ø -rong 
thus 3DO-tell -PST-2/3s-RPST 
'That's what she told them.' 

a16) Asa pare wode ngudo o yuwoyoboroko,   ngade 
Asa pare wode ngu-do o yuwo -yo -boro-ko  ngade 
OK woman elderly that-TOP food seedlings-3POSS-REF -TOP thus 
'Then, concerning the seed and seedlings, that old woman 

 yarong,   "Itaka nage ko tomoga teya o 
ye -a -Ø -rong Itaka nage ko tomo-ka te -ya o 
say-PST-2/3s-RPST now only garden small-one do-2sIMP food 
said, "Now make a small garden, do it and 

 yuwo nga rimiya neyuri.'' 
yuwo nga rimi -ya ne -yo -ri 
seedlings this plant-2sIMP eat-CONT-PL.IMP 
plant these seedlings and eat." ' 

a17) Pare wode nguro owemuko  Korogane. 
Pare wode ngu-ro owe -mu -ko Korogane 
woman elderly that-REF name-REL-TOP Korogane 
'The old woman's name was Korogane. ' 

a18)  Nga made sowo ngako no yede nguno yotoro noko 
nga made sowo nga -ko no yedeng ngu -no yoto-ro no-ko 
this talk story this-TOP 1S village that-LOC stay -SS 1S -TOP 
'This story here, I stayed in that village and 

 nguno kono  rimiguringmu   kaba kono 
ngu-no ko -no rimi -Ø -go -ring -mu kaba kono 
that-LOC garden-LOC plant-PST-2/3p-RPST-REL banana.type banana 
there at the garden the planted I saw the kaba banana. 

 keneyanowo. 
kene-yo -a -no-wo 
see -HAB-PST-ls -RPST 
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9OWW KEKADI 

a19) Uni kato ke kadi  wesangero kosano 
uni ka -do ke kade -i wesange-ro kosa-no 
man one-TOP leg hand-3POSS take.off -SS sun -LOC 
'A man who tookoff his arms and legs and put them in the sun, 

 reyarong,    nguro pinga madeyong 
re -yo -a -Ø -rong ngu-ro pinga made-yong 
put-CONT-PST-2/3s-RPST that-REF story talk -3POSS 
a story about that.'' 

a20) Uni kato pare simong yini kono  tongi ene yano 
uni ka -do pare simong ye -ni ko -no tonge-i ene ya -no 
man one-TOP wife child say-3sDS garden-ALL leave-2/3pDS 2/3 house-LOC 
'A man told his wife and children to go to the garden while he stayed 

 yotoro ke kadi wesangero kosano enene rini 
yoto-ro ke kade-i wesange-ro kosa-no enene re -ni 
stay -SS leg hand-3POSS take.off -SS sun -LOC each.one put-3sDS 
at the house and took off his arms and legs and put them in the sun 

 hareyarong. 
hare -yo -a -Ø -rong 
dry.out-CONT-PST-2/3s-RPST 
to dry.' 

a21) Naru rokongoro  ngude nage teyarong. 
naru rokong -o -ro ngude nage te -yo -a -Ø -rong 
time measure-3DO-SS thus only do-HAB-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'All the time he would do this.' 

a23) Naru kano pare simong kumi asangyirini  "Tongi,'' 
naru ka -no pare simong kumi asang-yere -ni Tonge-i 
time one-LOC woman child some send -PLDO-3sDS go -2pIMP 
'One time when he sent his wife and some of kids saying, "Go,'' 

 kanatako sogero keneyarong. 
kanata-ko soge-ro kene-yo -a -Ø -rong 
one -TOP hide -SS see -CONT-PST-2/3s-PPST 
one of them hid and watched.' 

a24)  Keneyoninoko  ke kadi  ko wesangero 
kene-yo -ni -ko ke kade -i ko wesange-ro 
see -CONT-3sDS-CONJ leg hand-3POSS CONJ take.off -SS 
'As he watched the man took off his arms and legs again 

 reyarong. 
re -yo -a -Ø -rong 
put-CONT-PST-2/3s-RPST 
and put them (out).' 
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a25) Reyoni  kene roto uro  nimi  topeng 
re -yo -ni kene roto u -ro nang -i topeng 
put-CONT-3sDS see let.go go.down-SS mother-3POSS family 
'When he had put them the child saw, left and went to tell his mother 

 yimirarong. 
yo -miro-a -Ø -rong 
3DO-tell -PST-2/3s-RPST 
and siblings.' 

a26) Yimitoro  maheguring. 
yo -miro-ro mahe-Ø -go -ring 
3DO-tell -SS come -PST-2/3p-RPST 
'He told them and they all came.' 

a27) Purimo  mahero made yero ubuguring. 
puring -mo mahe-ro made ye -ro ubu -Ø -go  -ring 
mountain-LOC come -SS talk say-SS come.down-PST-2/3p-RPST 
'They came to the mountain, talked about it and came down.' 

a28) Ubiko   ene kowe ke kadi  sioro  kowe 
ubu -i -ko ene kowe ke kade -i sio -ro kowe 
come.down-2/3pDS-CONJ 2/3 CONJ leg hand-3POSS get(2+)-SS CONJ 
'When they came down the man got his arms and legs and 

 sowesowe teyoningko  mahe kenero, 
RDP -sowe te -yo -ni -ko mahe kene-ro 
INTENS-join do-CONT-3sDS-CONJ come see -SS 
was joining them back together and they came and saw it, 

 “Kiotetongu,” yaguring. 
ko -io -te -to -ngu ye -a -go -ring 
2DO-look.at-PRES-1p-EMPH say-PST-2/3p-RPST 
“We see you,” they said.' 

93TP BOYO-AWA 

a29) Iyo, sowo madeka yewe. 
iyo sowo made-ka ye –we 
yes story talk -one say-1sDS 
'Yes, I will tell a story.' 

a30)  No tomontakuno   awadoya  sikuno 
No tomo -ta -ku -no awa -do -ya siku -no 
1S small-INTENS-REL-LOC father-TOP-ACC deep.forest-ALL 
'When I was small I went to the bush with my father,' 

 tongerowo. 
tonge-Ø -ro-wo 
go  -PST-ld -RPST 
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a31)  Tongerowomu  bakoka  kama pugerowo. 
tonge-Ø -ro-wo -mu bako -ka kama puge -Ø  -ro -wo 
go -PST-ld -RPST-REL sweetpotato-one NEG put.in.bag-PST-1d-RPST 
'When we left we didn't put any sweetpotato in a bilum.' 

a32) O ka kama rerowo. 
o ka kama re -Ø -ro -wo 
thing one NEG put-PST-1d-RPST 
'We didn't put anything in a bilum.' 

a33) Kinage tongerowo. 
kinage tonge-Ø -ro -wo 
nothing go -PST-1d-RPST 
'We left without anything.' 

a34)  Tonge yate yate awado powera kene yate kareka 
tonge yate yate awa -do powera kene yate kare -ka 
go DUR DUR father-TOP big.trap see DUR wallaby-one 
'We went and went and my father was looking at the traps 

 rerong. 
re -Ø -Ø -rong 
get-PST-2/3s-RPST 
and got a wallaby.' 

a35) Kareka  rero nunoni  pugeoro   rumowe 
kare -ka re -ro no -ino -ni puge -o -ro rumo-we 
wallaby-one get-SS 1DO-give-3sDS put.in.bag-3DO-SS carry -lsDS 
'He got the wallaby and gave it to me. I put it in the bilum and 

 surungo sanga oyarowo. 
surungo sanga o -yo -a -ro-wo 
mountain on.top.of go.up-CONT-PST-ld -RPST 
carried it and we went up onto the mountain.' 

a36) Oyate oyate  oyate  purimo  oro  rotoroko 
o -yate o -yate o -yate puring -mo o -ro roto  -ro -ko 
go.up-DUR go.up-DUR go.up-DUR mountain-LOC go.up-SS let.go-SS-CONJ 
'We went up and up and up on the mountain but after a while Father 

 asa awado yarong,   "Kodotawa wosoya puka 
asa awa -do ye -a -Ø -rong Kodotawa woso-ya pukang 
OK father-TOP say-PST-2/3s-RPST firemaker pull-2slMP tobacco 
said, "Pull on the firestick, I am going to smoke 

 wosowe.' 
woso -we 
inhale-lsDS 
a cigarette." ' 

a37) Yini no sopo kuditeyowe  awado kodotawa woso 
ye -ni no sopo kudite -yo -we awa -do kodotawa woso 
say-3sDS 1S wait sit.down-CONT-1sDS father-TOP firemaker pull 
'So I sat down and waited, Father pulled on the  firestarter 

 kani  puka wosoningko  asa nguno otokarowo. 
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ka -ni pukang woso -ni -ko asa ngu -no otoko -a -ro-wo 
burn-3sDS tobacco inhale-3sDS-CONJ OK that-LOC stand.up-PST-ld -RPST 
and when it lit he smoked his cigarette and we then both stood up.' 

a38) Otokoro  orowo. 
otoko -ro o -Ø -ro-wo 
stand.up-SS go.up-PST-ld-RPST 
'We stood up and then went on up.' 

a39) Ke piru. 
ke piru 
road long 
'It was a long road.' 

a40) Oyate oyate  oro  purimo  oro  asa 
o -yate o -yate o -ro puring -mo o -ro asa 
go.up-DUR go.up-DUR go.up-SS mountain-LOC go.up-SS OK 
'We went up and up the mountain. Going up 

 kuditeroko  iyarerowo. 
kudite -ro -ko iyare-Ø  -ro-wo 
sit.down-SS-CONJ go -PST-ld-RPST 
we would sit down some and then go on.' 

a41) Iyarero yano  iyarero kuditero  bakota 
iyare-ro ya -no iyare-ro kudite -ro bako -ta 
go -SS house-ALL go -SS sit.down-SS sweetpotato-DIM 
'We went  on to a house and sat down then Father got a sweetpotato 

 kanatana rerongmu   rerong. 
kanata-na re -Ø -Ø -rong -mu re -Ø -Ø -rong 
one -only put-PST-2/3s-RPST-REL get-PST-2/3s-PPST 
that he had put there.' 

a42) Yano  rini rotoroko  asa powera kenero yini 
ya -no re -ni roto -ro -ko asa powera kene-ro ye -ni 
house-LOC put-3sDS let.go-SS-CONJ OK big.trap see -SS say-3sDS 
'He put it in the house then, saying he was going to look at traps, 

 tongerowo. 
tonge-Ø -ro-wo 
go -PST-ld-RPST 
we left.' 

a43) Powera keneyate mahero noya yarong,   "Ke ngano 
powera kene-yate mahe-ro no-ya ye -a -Ø -rong Ke nga-no 
big.trap see -DUR come-SS 1S-ACC say-PST-2/3s-RPST 2S this-LOC 
'He looked at traps and coming along he said, "You wait for me here 

 soponere otoka 
sopo-nere o -to -ka 
wait -1DO go.up-1pDS-SEQ 
and then we will go on up.' 

a44) Iyarewe, iyare powera pikowe.'' 
iyare-we iyare powera piko -we 
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go -lsDS go big.trap put.in.place-lsDS 
'I am going to go and as I am going, hang traps." ' 

a45) Ngudiro yini no soporo kuditanowo. 
ngudiro ye -ni no sopo-ro kudite -a -no-wo 
like.that say-3sDS 1S wait -SS sit.down-PST-ls -RPST 
'He spoke thus so I sat down and waited.' 

a46) Kuditeyowe  awa iyarerong. 
kudite -yo -we awa iyare-Ø -Ø -rong 
sit.down-CONT-lsDS father go -PST-2/3s-RPST 
'I was sitting down while Father went on.' 

a47) Utong urarong. 
utong uro-a -Ø -rong 
vine.rope hit -PST-2/3s-RPST 
'He cut a rope.' 

a48) Iyare powera piko rotoro yarong. 
iyare powera piko roto -ro yo-a -Ø -rong 
go big.trap put.in.place let.go-SS be-PST-2/3s-RPST 
'He went and hung traps and left them.' 

a49) Naru piru yoni no soporo piru yorano. 
naru piru yo-ni no sopo-ro piru yoro-a -no 
time long be-3sDS 1S wait -SS long stay -PST-1s 
"He was at it a long time and I stayed and waited a long time.' 

a50) Yate kukuningko parami nikini  nguno 
yate kukuni -ko parang-mi no-ki -ni ngu -no 
DUR mosquito-TOP plenty-INTENS 1s -bite-3sDS there-LOC 
'I was still there when a lot of mosquitoes came and bit me 

 yanowo,   "Awa, awa, maheka.'' 
ye -a -no-wo Awa awa mahe-Ø -ka 
say-PST-1s -RPST father father come-2sIMP-SEQ 
and I said, "Father, Father, come!" ' 

a51) Ngude yewe awado yarong,   "Nangone, 
ngude ye -we awa -do ye -a -Ø -rong Nango-ne 
thus say-lsDS father-TOP say-PST-2/3s-RPST son -lsPOSS 
'I said that and Father said, "My son, 

 rotoka.'' 
roto -Ø -ka 
let.go-2sIMP-SQ 
wait." ' 

a52) Yini kuditeyowe  yarong,   "Asa iyareteno.'' 
ye -ni kudite -yo -we ye -a -Ø -rong Asa iyare-te -no 
say-3sDS sit.down-CONT-1sDS say-PST-2/3s-RPST OK go -PRES-1s 
'He spoke and as was sitting there he said, "Alright, I'm coming." ' 

a53) Ngude yini awa powera re pikoro  roto maheroko 
ngude ye -ni awa powera re piko -ro roto mahe-ro -ko 
thus say-3sDS father big.trap get put.in.place-SS let.go come-SS-CONJ 
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'And saying that Father left off putting the traps in place and came 

 asa yano  urowo. 
asa ya -no u -ro-wo 
OK house-ALL go.down-ld-RPST 
then we went down to the house.' 

a54) Yini uburowo. 
ye -ni ubu -Ø -ro-wo 
say-3sDS come.down-PST-ld-RPST 
'He said that and we came down.' 

a55) Uburowomu   yano  uburo  kodotawa wosoni 
ubu -Ø -ro-wo -mu ya -no ubu -ro kodotawa woso-ni 
come.down-PST-ld-RPST-REL house-ALL come.down-SS firemaker pull -3sDs 
'When we had come down to the house he pulled on the firestarter and 

 kani  yano  kewang karo  rotoroko  yarong, 
ka -ni ya -no kewang ka -ro roto -ro -ko ye -a -Ø -rong 
burn-3sDS house-LOC firewood burn-SS let.go-SS-CONJ say-PST-2/3s-RPST 
when it lit he started a fire in the house and when it was burning 

 "Bako kanatana horeng re pugeyarowo.'' 
bako kanata-na horeng re puge -yo -a -ro-wo 
sweetpotato one -only true get put.in.bag-3DO-PST-ld-RPST 
he said, "We only put that one sweetpotato in the bag." ' 

a56) Ngunoku  reto ka nero rotoroko  suwo sanga 
ngu-no -ku re -ro ka ne -ro roto -ro -ko suwo sanga 
that-LOC-REL get-SS cook eat-SS let.go-SS-CONJ night on.top.of 
'We got that one there, cooked and ate it but in the middle of the 

 ngako konaniboro  kumoro awado merebo 
nga -ko kahu-nani -boro kumo -ro awa -do merebo 
this-TOP belly-lpPOSS-REF be.sick-SS father-TOP pandanus 
night we were hungry so Father got some pandanus nuts, 

 sioni  ubuni  ka rotoro etarowo. 
sio -ni ubu -ni ka roto -ro ete -a -ro-wo 
get(2+)-3sDS come.down-3sDS cook let.go-SS sleep-PST-ld-RPST 
brought them down and cooked them then we slept.' 

a57) Merebo neyate rotoro  etarowo. 
merebo ne -yate roto -ro ete -a -ro-wo 
pandanus eat-DUR let.go-SS sleep-PST-ld-RPST 
'We were eating the pandanus nuts and then we slept.' 

a58) Etarowomudo   yate sarangoningko kare re 
ete -a -ro-wo -mu -do yate sarango-ni -ko kare re 
sleep-PST-ld-RPST-REL-TOP DUR dawn -3sDS-CONJ wallaby get 
'When we had slept and dawn came he put the wallaby 

 pugeyoni   nunarong. 
puge -yo -ni no -ino -a -Ø -rong 
put.in.bag-3DO-3sDS 1DO-give-PST-2/3s-RPST 
in the bilum and gave it to me.' 
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a59) Pugeyo  rumuweko  yate yate yate yedemo 
puge -yo rumo-we -ko yate yate yate yedeng-no 
put.in.bag-3DO carry -1sDS-CONJ DUR DUR DUR village-ALL. 
'I put it in the bilum and carried it as we came down and down and 

 uburowo. 
ubu -Ø -ro -wo 
come.down-PST-1d-RPST 
down to the village.' 

a60) Ngude nage. 
ngude nage 
thus only 
'That's all.' 
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B. Abbreviations 

ABL ablative 
ACC accompaniment 
ALL allative 
COMPL completive 
CONJ conjunction 
CONT continuative 
DET determiner 
DO direct object 
DS different subject 
EMPH emphasis 
FUT future 
HAB habitual 
IMP imperative 
INTENS intensive 
INTENT intentional 
INST instrumental 
ISOL isolate 
LOC locative 
NEG negative 
NVIS not visible 
PERF perfective 
POSS possessive 
PRES present 
PST past 
REF referential 
REL relativizer 
RPST remote past 
SDO sequence 
SS same subject 
TOP topic 
UNC uncertainty 
YNO yes/no question 
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